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This thesis describes experiments designed to measure the effect of 

collaborative communication on task performance of a multiagent system.  A discrete 

event simulation was developed to model a multi-agent system completing a task to find 

and collect food resources, with the ability to substitute various communication and 

coordination methods.  Experiments were conducted to find the effects of the various 

communication methods on completion of the task to find and harvest the food 

resources.  Results show that communication decreases the time required to complete 

the task.  However, all communication methods do not fare equally well. In particular, 

results indicate that the communication model of the bee is a particularly effective 

method of agent communication and collaboration.  Furthermore, results indicate that 

direct communication with additional information content provides better completion 

results.  Cost-benefit models show some conflicting information, indicating that the 

increased performance may not offset the additional cost of achieving that performance. 
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Reactive multiagent systems serve as interesting examples of problem solving.

These systems are composed of collections of autonomous reactive agents, each with a

simple representation of their environment. Such collections of agents can solve

challenging problems in their environment, even if no individual agent has a

comprehensive model of the environment. This problem solving ability consists of

simple rules that cause stimulus-response type behavior. Common stimulus consists of

trigger events from the environment. However, stimulus can also consists of

communication events from other agents, or communication events passed through the

environment itself. Proper reaction to communication events can cause coordination

between agents to occur, leading to a kind of self-organization. This self-organization is

an example of emergent behavior exhibited by many multiagent systems, in which the

behavior is explained not on the basis of the behavior of any one agent, but in the

interactions that occur between agents. Many models of communication and

coordination in multiagent systems are based on similar biological examples. In

particular, insects like ants and bees often serve as an inspiration for coordinating

multiple independent agents (Franz and Mallot, 2000, 142). Complex behaviors such

as foraging, nest building, and task specialization emerge from simple reactive behavior

on the part of individual agents.
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Earlier work has suggested that communication and collaboration between 

individual agents in a multiagent system can improve the performance of the entire 

system (Goldman and Rosenschein, 1994, 420). Both explicit communication between 

agents and implicit communication through the environment have demonstrated the 

ability to improve the performance of a multiagent system. Social insects such as ants 

and bees exhibit this collaborative behavior. Such collaborative communication can take 

multiple forms. For example, ants have been observed to follow pheromone trails, an 

implicit means of communication, to find the most direct path to sources of food. Honey 

bees, in contrast, employ explicit communication, having been observed to 

communicate using a dance to inform other bees regarding the location of food sources 

(von Frisch, 1993, 57). The “dance” uses the sun and the Earth's gravity as references 

for orientation for finding the location of food, as shown in Figure 1 (Mississippi 

Entomological Museum). Other systems have employed similar methods, using fixed 

points of reference for orientation and navigation (Franz and Mallot, 2000, 136)  

 

Figure 1. The honey bee waggle dance uses the position of sun and the Earth's gravity 
to communicate orientation. (Used with permission from the Mississippi Entomological 
Museum, Mississippi State University.)  



This thesis describes an effort to compare the effectiveness of different

communication models in terms of performance of a task by multiagent systems.

Earlier research (Balch and Arkin, 1994, 12; Goldman and Rosenschein, 1994, 420) has

demonstrated that the ability for multiple agents to communicate, either explicitly or

implicitly, can improve the effectiveness of the system in performing a task. However,

the previous research found did not compare the effectiveness of different

communication models for performance of the same task. This thesis describes an

empirical comparison of different communication models in multiagent systems

performing an identical task and presents the experimental results showing the

difference in effectiveness for different models in performing the task. Results indicate

that not only can communication enhance the ability of multiagent systems to perform a

task, but that different forms of communication can differ greatly in their impact on

overall system effectiveness.

In particular, this thesis will compare the effectiveness of multiple communication

and coordination models for autonomous reactive multiagent systems in completing a

forage task (Balch and Arkin, 1994, 3) in a finite environment. To compare the various

communication and coordination models, a discrete event simulation was created to

model the forage task with a bounded environment with finite food resources. The

simulation is written in Java with an architecture allowing multiple communication and

coordination models to be examined for the same sets of control parameters. The

simulations are instrumented such that useful information is extracted from the

simulation runs, and can be used for later analysis. An initial model using no

communication between agents is used as a baseline for comparison. Additional
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models using various forms of implicit and explicit communication, and other models

using centralized coordination, are executed in the simulation and the results compared

to the baseline and to the other methods.

Several different metrics are used to measure the effectiveness of the

communication methods. These metrics are specifically oriented towards cost-benefit

analysis. Some of the difficulties in this thesis involve measuring the cost of

communication or central coordination. Other difficulties include ensuring that models

are optimally configured to provide a fair comparison to other communication models.

The second chapter of this thesis will describe some of the related research and

its influence on this thesis. General agent architectures are presented, along with a

general taxonomy of agent systems, in which this work falls. In particular, similar

empirical measurements and their techniques are investigated, and associated to the

techniques in this research.

In the third chapter, “Simulation Environment,” the simulation environment and

framework are described in detail, including the basic framework, and customizations

needed to implement various communication and coordination models investigated in

this research. In addition, a visual simulation tool is described. This visual simulation

tool is used to provide intuitive descriptions for the behavior of the various

communication models.

The fourth chapter, “Experiment Description,” describes the experiments

conducted to investigate the effects of substituting different communication models in

multiagent systems for performing a task. The variables being measured and the

control procedures are described in this section. Special statistical techniques used to
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ensure fairness in comparison are also described in the same chapter. Some of these

techniques are required to due large scale used of random behavior in the multiagent

simulations.

The fifth chapter, “Results,” contains the results of the experiments, with analysis

of the data collected. This chapter also lists specific observations seen during the

experiments and conclusions that may be drawn from analysis of the data.

The last chapter, “Further Work And Extensions,” lists some possible extensions

to this work, and some possible ramifications of those extensions.
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CHAPTER II 

RELATED WORK  

In a classic artificial intelligence work, Russell and Norvig define agents as 

software entities that act in an intelligent manner. They go on to define common 

characteristics of agents, and define a common architecture for software agents used in 

this work (Russell and Norvig, 1995, 31). In this architecture, an agent-based system 

consists of the environment, the agent, the percepts, or sensor events used by the 

agent to detect the state of the environment, and the actions taken by the agent to affect 

its environment. The agent contains sensors with which to detect relevant information 

about the environment, actuators with which to perform actions to attempt to modify the 

environment in performance of a task, internal state to represent the agent’s knowledge 

of the environment, and internal processing to determine desired actions based on 

sensor results and internal state (Russell and Norvig, 1995,32).  

 

Figure 2. General agent architecture (Russell & Stewart, 1995: used with permission 
from Pearson Education, Inc.).  



In Software Agents: An Overview (Nwana, 1996, 211) Hyacinth Nwana describes

several key attributes common to many types of software agents.

1. Autonomy

2. Learning ability

3. Collaboration ability

Nwana classifies agents based on combinations of these attributes. Only agents that

possess all three attributes should be truly classified as intelligent. Not many agents yet

developed fall into this category. Most agents possess a combination of these

attributes, but not a complete combination. Nwana's categories of agents are:

1. Learning agents,

2. Cooperative agents,

3. Autonomous agents,

4. Collaborative learning agents (possessing both cooperation and learning)

5. Collaborative agents (possessing both cooperation and autonomy)

6. Interface agents (possessing both learning and autonomy)

7. Smart agents(possessing all of learning, cooperation, and autonomy)

These interrelations are shown below in Table 1

Table 1.  Types of Agents and Agent Attributes 

Agent AttributesAgent Type
Collaboration Learning Autonomy

Cooperative agents Yes No No
Learning agents No Yes No
Autonomous agents No No No
Collaborative learning agents Yes Yes No
Collaborative agents Yes No Yes
Interface agents No Yes Yes
Smart agents Yes Yes Yes
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In addition to cooperation, learning, and autonomy, other common properties are

agent mobility (ability to move between computers), and response model (reactive or

deliberative). These additional properties affect behavior of agents to a lesser degree.

The agents in this research would be characterized as collaborative agents, since they

possess both autonomy and cooperation, but lack any real ability to learn.

Previous work has shown cooperation in multiagent systems to be an effective

means of improving performance for completing tasks. Balch and Arkin (1994, 12)

show effective use of communication can induce substantial improvement in the

performance of multiagent systems. In particular, they show that goal oriented

communication can produce reduction in the time taken to complete a forage task.

Goldman and Rosenchein (1994, 420) show that cooperative behavior on the part of

individual agents can lead to an increase in overall system performance, even if that

cooperative behavior detracts from individual performance. This cooperative behavior

uses implicit communication in the form of changes to the environment.

Jung and Zelinsky demonstrate in “Grounded Symbolic Communication Between

Heterogeneous Cooperating Robots” (2000, 274) that coordination between agents

requires communication in some form. In addition, coordination and cooperation may

benefit the society, but may not always benefit the individual agent. The paper defines

three levels of communication, each with increasing sophistication and information

content. The three levels are iconic, lexical, and symbolic. The information level for

most agent systems is symbolic, which only works effectively when the agents

communicating share the same ontology. The paper defines an experiment using

heterogeneous robotic agents and measuring the effectiveness of a forage task when
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using the iconic, lexical, and symbolic communication types. The results indicate the

higher the communication level, the better the performance of the multiagent system.

Lin and Hsu demonstrate cooperation in multiagent systems. (1997, 175) They

argue that multiagent systems should be comprise of autonomous agents with no

control hierarchy, with decentralized control instead. They define two types of

communication protocols: help based cooperation and coordination based cooperation.

In help based cooperation, agents request help when needed and wait for help before

proceeding with a task. In coordination based cooperation, agents request help, but

proceed with the task if possible instead of waiting for assistance. The results of their

experiments show that coordination based cooperation helps prevent deadlocks and

wait states, thus reducing overall time to complete a task.

In the article “Go to the Ant,” H. Van Dyke Parunak develops an overview of

agent oriented systems including examples of emergent behavior and general rules for

engineering agent oriented systems (Parunak, 1997, 10). An example of emergent

behavior is flocking behavior common to some types of birds and fish. The behavior

can be explained by three simple rules followed by each individual agent:

1. Maintain a specified minimum separation from the nearest object or other birds.

2. Match velocity (magnitude and direction) to nearby birds.

3. Stay close to the center of the flock.

These rules produce the sophisticated flocking behavior of birds, which can stay

together even when flying through a path laden with obstacles. This example of

emergent behavior shows that behavior of each individual agent integrates into a more
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sophisticated system level behavior, which is a product of the interaction between

agents. As a result, decentralized systems generate aggregate objects which are

distinct from individual component objects, and have behaviors different than the

behaviors of the individual component objects. Finally, Parunak develops a core set of

guidelines for developing distributed autonomous multiagent systems, which are

summarized by the theme “keep agents small.”

1. Small in mass (loss of an individual does not significantly harm the society)

2. Small in time (forgetting past history)

3. Small in scope (simple representation of immediate environment only)

These guidelines are used extensively in building the multiagent societies used in the

simulations in this work. For example, all of the gatherer agent agents, regardless of

the communication model, have limited memory of past events and limited

representation of their immediate environment.

Sven Brückner extends Parunak’s guidelines in his Ph.D. thesis, “Return from the

Ant: Synthetic Ecosystems for Manufacturing Control.” Brückner extends the guidelines

to an extended list of principles for building multiagent systems (Brückner, 2000, 27) :

1. Agents should represent things

2. Agents should be small

3. Agent populations should be diverse

4. Agent populations should have built-in redundancy

5. Agent systems should be decentralized

6. Agent systems should be modular

7. Agent systems should use parallelism
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8. Agent systems should be controlled by interactions between agents

9. Agents should only retain knowledge of their immediate environment

10.Agent communication should be indirect rather than direct

11.Agent systems should use the same mechanisms on multiple structural levels

12.Agent systems should be driven by feedback contained in inter-agent

communication

13.Agent systems should incorporate random choice elements in decision

making

14.Agent systems should prefer gradual change to abrupt change

15.Agent systems should include information sharing as part of the standard

system operation

16.Agent systems should have a mechanism for forgetting old information

17.Agent systems should be designed to handle multiple goals

While these principles are intentionally designed for ant-based algorithms and systems,

many of the principles still hold for any multi-agent system, and most of them were

incorporated into the control mechanisms for the agent simulations in this work.

In each of these works, communication is a prerequisite for coordination. Jung

and Zelinsky show that higher levels of communication content help multiagent systems

perform better (Jung and Zelinsky, 2000, 287). However, this does not always mean

that more communication is better, just that communication that has a higher semantic

content is better. Balch and Arkin (1994, 17) showed that in some instances, increased

communication content between agents offers no substantial improvement in overall
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system performance. This is an indication that some other methods may improve

multiagent system behavior.

Many multiagent systems are inspired by biological systems. The original model

for this work (Hurt and Tarau, 2005, 74) used honey bees as a basis for agent behavior.

Other research has also used honey bee behavior as the basis for agent behavior.

Pérez-Uribe and Hirsbrunner (2) develop a model of agent behavior based on honey

bees. This model requires direct communication between agents, reminiscent of the

waggle dance used by honey bees to communicate with one another. In their model,

some general knowledge of the foraging environment is required. In contrast, the

models in this work assume no such knowledge of the environment. David Sumpter

also produces agent societies based on honey bees in an attempt to explain various

behaviors observed in nature (Sumpter, 2000). In each of these models, the behavior

of individual agents is controlled by following simple rules and results in complex

aggregate behavior of the group.

The paper “Whistling in the Dark: Cooperative Trail Following in Uncertain

Localization Space” uses agents which appear to be inspired by both bees and ants

(Vaughn and others, 2000, 2). Like ants, the agents create a trail to a goal which is

later used by that agent and others to navigate to the goal. However, the

communication uses direct means, rather than indirect means to communicate to other

agents. In this model, agents do not communicate an entire path, but only selected

waypoints along the path. The waypoints are shared and used by agents to find the

nearest point for finding the overall path. This method of allowing agents to find the
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goal nearest to them served as the inspiration for the site communication model

described in chapter III.

Other research has demonstrated usefulness of similar biologically inspired

communication models. Dorigo (1996, 3) demonstrates an ant-inspired model. In this

model, agents communicate indirectly through stigmergy, or changing the environment.

Specifically, Dorigo uses simulated pheromone trails, similar to ants, to allow agents to

communicate optimal paths to follow through an environment. Other similar research

(Parunak and others, 2002, 450) also uses pheromone trails for path planning in the

presence of obstacles. These works indicate that, in some circumstances, indirect

communication can also prove useful in problem solving using multiagent systems of

autonomous agents. Brükner reduces the ant behavior to a simple series of rules

(Brückner, 2000, 36):

1. Avoid obstacles

2. If located at food and not holding any, pick up the food

3. If located at the colony and carrying food, drop the food

4. Select every step from the current distribution over possible directions. If

no pheromones are sensed, use a uniform distribution, executing

Brownian motion. If pheromones are sensed, bias the probabilistic

selection in favor of the scent's direction

5. If holding food, drop fixed amounts of pheromone at a constant rate while

walking to the colony.

13



The paper “Synthetic Pheromone Mechanisms for Coordination of Unmanned

Vehicles” extends the ant metaphor for finding optimal paths in an environment filled

with obstacles. The work uses multiple kinds of pheromones for path finding (Parunak

and others, 2000, 450). One type of pheromones leads to attractors in the environment.

A separate type of pheromones is used for finding paths back to the home location.

Potential fields are used to bias the pheromone preference based on the state of the

agents. This work uses the pheromone trails to find optimal paths for military command

and control applications.

FOOD

Ant
Hill

FOOD

FOOD

Figure 3.  Pheromone trails deposited by ants carrying food lead other ants to the food.

In Three Approaches to the Coordination of Multiagent Systems, Bergenti and 

Ricci list several methods used to coordinate multiagent systems (2002, 368).  Among 

these are direct interaction and coordination through shared information space (tuple 
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centers). The inclusion of the shared information space being used for coordination is

the basis of the blackboard communication model described in chapter III.

Omicini and Zambonelli produced a framework called TuCSoN for coordination of

multiagent systems though local tuple space nodes called tuple centers. (Omicini and

Zambonelli, 1998, 78) The TuSCoN framework can be used to perform blackboard type

communication, as well as providing a central media simulating other direct

communication as well. The framework has a rich set of primitives for allowing agents

to interact and coordinate via shared information spaces.
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CHAPTER III

SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT

The simulation models autonomous, cooperating agents. The original scenario

simulated is a group of agents (bees) in an environment filled with attractors (food

resources). The environment is a finite space (representing a field) and is modelled as

a two-dimensional grid of cells. One of the cells will be the location of the hive. The

other cells have food resources, modelled as atomic units. A cell may have no food

resources, or it may have several units. The environment contains a finite number food

units distributed throughout the cells in the grid.

Other scenarios investigated extend the original model to include ant-inspired models

and other models not based on biological metaphors. An example environment is

shown below in Figure 4.

5 9

4 7 3

5 5

3 8 3

1 4 HIVE

6 2 3

11 2

7 10

1 1

Figure 4.  Example simulation environment.
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The hive contains a variable number of gatherer agents. Each gatherer agent

represents a forager bee. Gatherer agents have mobility and can leave the hive and

travel to other locations in the simulation grid space. Initially, the gatherer agents have

no knowledge regarding the location of the food. Gatherer agents must search for food

and bring it back to the hive once finding the food. In some circumstances, gatherer

agents can collaborate to cooperatively gather food from a known food source. The

collective goal of all the agents is to locate all the food and bring all the food back to the

hive as quickly as possible. This is the forage task identified in Balch and Arkin’s work.

(Balch and Arkin, 1994, 3) Each gatherer can carry no more than one unit of food at a

time. Therefore, gatherers must return to a single location multiple times as long as

more food is contained at a location.

The gatherer agents possess autonomy and collaboration (in some

circumstances), but lack any real ability to learn, since behavior is purely a result of the

stimulus-response behavior model programmed into the gatherers. This corresponds to

eusocial behavior as defined in (Cao and others, 1995, 10). This also defines these

agent systems as collaborative agents as defined in Nwana’s agent taxonomy (Nwana,

1996, 211)

Simulation Framework

The simulation model is a discrete event simulation. The main objects in the

model are the hive, gatherers, an optional coordinator, the simulation environment grid,

and individual grid cells, depicted below in Figure 5. The gatherers and coordinator

create sensor events in the event queue. The hive is a central location for coordination
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and food deposit. The simulation grid and grid cells simply represent locations in the

environment space.

Event
Queue

Simulator

Read and
process
Events

Insert
events

GathererTrigger
events

Hive

GridCell

Simulation
Grid

Sensor events/Ready Events

Coordinator

Ready
events

Target
events

Figure 5.  Discrete event simulation framework.

The simulation model is implemented in the Java programming language using

object-oriented design and programming. The simulation is based on an open source

discrete event simulation framework available at the University of Minnesota (Altmann,

2002). The basic simulation framework classes are depicted below in a UML class

diagram in Figure 6.

Simulator
#doAllEvents() : void
+ pause() : void

AbstractSimulator
- events : OrderedSet
+ insert(event : constAbstractEvent) : void
+ cancel(event : constAbstractEvent) : AbstractEvent

AbstractEvent
- <<Abstract>> execute(simulator : AbstractSimulator&) : void

Comparable
+ <<Abstract>> lessThan(other : Comparable) : bool

Event
- time: double
+ lessThan(other : Comparable) : bool

Figure 6.  Discrete event simulation framework classes.
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The basic operation of the simulation involves creating a subclass of the

Simulator class with specific customizations, and specific subclasses of the Event class

to represent the different operations that occur during the simulation. The problem

domain classes (Gatherer, Coordinator, GridCell, etc.) operate by creating simulation

events and requesting the simulator to schedule the events at the appropriate time step.

This time step is a virtual time and does not necessarily reflect actual run time of the

simulation.

General Simulation Architecture

All simulation models share the same basic architecture. The HiveSimulator

object contains references to the specific domain objects. Most domain objects derive

from an abstract base class in order to reduce coupling between specific domain class

implementations. The critical objects for each simulation run are the SimulationGrid

(which consists of GridCell objects), the Hive, the Gatherers, and an optional

Coordinator. The main domain object groups are shown below in Figure 7. One object

not mentioned above is an ObjectFactory object. The ObjectFactory creates the

specific types of Gatherer objects and Coordinator objects needed to implement a

specific communication model. ObjectFactory objects are stored in a FactoryRegistry

that uses the communication model as a key to return the appropriate type of

ObjectFactory. This ObjectFactory object, in turn, is used to create the appropriate

Gatherer objects and Coordinator object. The ObjectFactory utilizes the

AbstractFactory pattern found in the book Design Patterns: Elements of Reusable

Object-Oriented Software (Gamma and others, 1995, 87)
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Hive

Simulator

SimulationGrid
+ getCell(location : Location) : GridCell

HiveSimulator

AbstractHive
+ <<Abstract>> foodLevel() : int
+ <<Abstract>> addFoodUnit() : void
+ <<Abstract>> gatherersInHive() : Vector
+ <<Abstract>> location() : Location

AbstractGatherer
- mstate : int
- <<Abstract>> state() : int
- <<Abstract>> onLocationChange() : void
- <<Abstract>> onTimer() : void
- <<Abstract>> location() : Location

AbstractCoordinator
+ onFoodReport() : void
+ onGathererReady() : void

Location

GridCell
+ hasFood() :bool
+ foodCount( ) : int
+ removeFoodUni t() : void

1

0..1

1

0..1

1

*

GridLocation

AbstractObjectFactory

1

*

1

0..1

0..1

0..1
1

*

1

0..1

Figure 7.  Generic simulation model domain classes.

In addition to the domain objects, several different types of Event objects are

needed to describe the kinds of events that can occur during the simulation. Each

event has a discrete time of occurrence that is used to schedule it in the simulator. The

general event object classes are depicted in Figure 8. The EndSimulationEvent object

ensures that the simulation terminates, and halts execution of the simulation run. This

event is scheduled at some very large timestep later than would be expected for

completion of the agents’ task. The RecordStatisticsEvent object is used to instrument

the simulation and record relevant data on the state of the simulation at various points in

time during the simulation run. The FoodCollectionMarker event is used to record when

significant milestones in the task have been completed (50% of food harvested, 75% of
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food harvested, 100% of food harvested). The TimerEvent and LocationChangeEvent

objects are used by Gatherer agents in performance of the task of harvesting all the

food.

Event
LocationChangeEvent

- gatherer : AbstractGatherer
- newLocation: GridLocation

EndSimulationEvent

RecordStatisticsEvent

FoodCollectionMarkerEvent

TimerEvent

Figure 8.  Generic simulation event classes.

Baseline Communication Model

The baseline communication model involves no communication between agents.

In this model, each agent acts independently. The HiveSimulator class takes the

communication model as one of its creation parameters. When the HiveSimulator

object receives the information that the simulation run will use the baseline

communication model, it creates the simulation environment, populating SimulationGrid

and GridCell objects. It also uses a BaselineObjectFactory to create Gatherer objects,

configuring them for the baseline communication model behavior, and to create a

NullCoordinator object to serve as the coordinator. A coordinator is always present, but

the NullCoordinator object has null semantics response to all events, since the Baseline

communication model does not include central coordination. The baseline object

classes needed are shown below in Figure 10. The domain classes of interest are the

NullCoordinator, described above, the GenericGatherer class, which serves as a base

class containing generic behavior, and the actual Gatherer class itself.
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Each type of Gatherer is driven by events. The response to those events

depends on its internal state, and the conditions in the environment. The states for the

baseline gatherer model are shown in Figure 9. These states are substantially

influenced by the agent used by Balch and Arkin (1994, 7) but with considerable

additions to the basic state model. The initial state is the WANDER state. The

Gatherer agent stays in the Wander state performing a random walk over the simulation

grid until it detects food with its food sensors, triggering the Encounter transition. This

causes the Gatherer to move to the ACQUIRE state and move toward the food source.

After it finds the food, it attaches to the food source and transitions to the DEPOSIT

state. It then moves to the hive, depositing the food, and returning to the last known

food location. This cyle of DEPOSIT and ACQUIRE states continues until the Gatherer

has harvested all the food resources at the location. If the gatherer knows it has

harvested the last food at a location, it can avoid further returns to the same location.

This condition triggers the deposit-last transition and the gatherer moves to the

WANDER state directly from the DEPOSIT state, and it resumes searching for food,

since it knows there is no more food at the previous location. However, if the gatherer

believes (in error) that more food remains to be harvested when it returns to the location

of the food source again, it finds the location depleted. If it finds other food nearby, this

condition triggers a Re-Encounter transition back to the ACQUIRE state as the gatherer

moves toward the new food source. On the other hand, if no other food is nearby, this

condition triggers the Encounter-Empty transition back to the WANDER state, where it

continues its random-walk over the simulation grid.
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The main events detected by the Gatherer agent are LocationChangeEvents,

which occur when the agent moves. The state, sensors, and actuators corresponding

to the general agent architecture are listed in Table 2.

The initialization, described in Figure 11, sets up initial conditions. Each gatherer

is placed at the location of the hive, and given an initial state of WANDER, and made to

start its random walk by moving in a randomly selected direction. This starts the

processing cycle, giving each Gatherer a new LocationChangeEvent which will execute

and move the Gatherer agent to a new location, where it will take its next action,

depending on the state of the environment.

WANDER ACQUIRE

DELIVER

ENCOUNTER

ENCOUNTER
EMPTY

RE-ENCOUNTER

ATTACH DEPOSIT

DEPOSIT-LAST

Figure 9.  Baseline communication model state machine.
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Table 2.  Baseline Model Agent Architecture Components 

State Variables Description
current location Location of the gatherer
target location Location of known or suspected food sources
hive location Location of the hive
food left Amount of food remaining at the last target

location with known food sources
Sensors Descriptions
Food sensor Allows the gatherer to detect presence or

absence of food, including the amount of food
present.

location sensor Allows the gatherer to detect current location.
(LocationChangeEvent)

Actuators Descriptions
Agent motor Allows the gatherer to move in a prescribed

direction.
food grabber Allows the gatherer to harvest food resources in

the environment and deposit them in the hive.

AbstractGatherer

SimulationGrid
+ getCell(location : Location) : GridCell

Gatherer

AbstractObjectFactory

BaselineObjectFactory

HiveSimulator

AbstractCoordinator

Hive

GenericGatherer
#currentLocation : Location
#hiveLocation : Location
#targetLocation : Location

Simulator AbstractHive

NullCoordinator

GridCell

1 0..1

1

0..1

1

*

0..1

*

0..1

0..1

1

0..1

0..1

0..1
1

*

1

0..1

1
*

Figure 10.  Baseline communication model domain classes.
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Simulation:
HiveSimulator

gridReader :
GridReader

A:readGridFile()

B:createHive()

C:createCoordinator()
D:new

E:createGatherer()
F:new

G:takeFirstAction()

H WANDER:setState()

I null:setTarget()

J:moveInRandomDirection()
KLocationChangeEvent:insert()

L:setupControlEvents()

M EndSimulationEvent:insert()

N RecordStatisticsEvent:insert()

A:readGridFile()A:readGridFile()

B:createHive()B:createHive()

:
NullCoordinator

:
Gatherer

L:setupControlEvents()

M EndSimulationEvent:insert()

N RecordStatisticsEvent:insert()

L:setupControlEvents()

M EndSimulationEvent:insert()M EndSimulationEvent:insert()

N RecordStatisticsEvent:insert()N RecordStatisticsEvent:insert()

:
BaselineObjectFactory

C:createCoordinator()
D:new

C:createCoordinator()
D:newD:new

E:createGatherer()
F:new

G:takeFirstAction()

H WANDER:setState()

I null:setTarget()

J:moveInRandomDirection()
KLocationChangeEvent:insert()

E:createGatherer()
F:new

G:takeFirstAction()

H WANDER:setState()

I null:setTarget()

J:moveInRandomDirection()
KLocationChangeEvent:insert()

F:new

G:takeFirstAction()

H WANDER:setState()

I null:setTarget()

J:moveInRandomDirection()
KLocationChangeEvent:insert()

G:takeFirstAction()

H WANDER:setState()H WANDER:setState()

I null:setTarget()I null:setTarget()

J:moveInRandomDirection()
KLocationChangeEvent:insert()

J:moveInRandomDirection()
KLocationChangeEvent:insert()KLocationChangeEvent:insert()

Figure 11.  Baseline communication model initialization.

Figure 12 shows the events that occur when a LocationChangeEvent object is

executed on a Gatherer in the WANDER state. If no food is nearby, the Gatherer agent

simply performs a random walk step, adding a LocationChangeEvent for its next

location (messages D and E in Figure 12). If food is found, however, then the Gatherer

transitions to the ACQUIRE state (message G), sets the targetLocation state variable to

the location of the food source, (message H), and moves toward the new target

location, adding another LocationChangeEvent (messages I and J).
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:
HiveSimulator

event :
LocationChangeEvent

A:execute(AbstractSimulator) : void
B:onLocationChange(GridLocation) : void

C:nearestFoodLocation() : GridLocation

D:moveInRandomDirection() : void
ELocationChangeEvent:insert()

F:foundFood() : void

GACQUIRE:setState() : void

H foodLocation:setTarget() : void

I foodLocation:moveToward()
J LocationChangeEvent:insert()

A:execute(AbstractSimulator) : void
B:onLocationChange(GridLocation) : void

C:nearestFoodLocation() : GridLocation

D:moveInRandomDirection() : void
ELocationChangeEvent:insert()

F:foundFood() : void

GACQUIRE:setState() : void

H foodLocation:setTarget() : void

I foodLocation:moveToward()
J LocationChangeEvent:insert()

A:execute(AbstractSimulator) : void

:
Gatherer

B:onLocationChange(GridLocation) : void
C:nearestFoodLocation() : GridLocation

D:moveInRandomDirection() : void
ELocationChangeEvent:insert()

F:foundFood() : void

GACQUIRE:setState() : void

H foodLocation:setTarget() : void

I foodLocation:moveToward()
J LocationChangeEvent:insert()

B:onLocationChange(GridLocation) : void
initial state is

WANDER

C:nearestFoodLocation() : GridLocation

D:moveInRandomDirection() : void
ELocationChangeEvent:insert()

F:foundFood() : void

GACQUIRE:setState() : void

H foodLocation:setTarget() : void

I foodLocation:moveToward()
J LocationChangeEvent:insert()

C:nearestFoodLocation() : GridLocation

D:moveInRandomDirection() : void
ELocationChangeEvent:insert()

D:moveInRandomDirection() : void
ELocationChangeEvent:insert()ELocationChangeEvent:insert()

If no food
nearby

F:foundFood() : void

GACQUIRE:setState() : void

H foodLocation:setTarget() : void

I foodLocation:moveToward()
J LocationChangeEvent:insert()

F:foundFood() : void

GACQUIRE:setState() : voidGACQUIRE:setState() : void

H foodLocation:setTarget() : voidH foodLocation:setTarget() : void

I foodLocation:moveToward()
J LocationChangeEvent:insert()

I foodLocation:moveToward()

if Food is nearby

J LocationChangeEvent:insert()J LocationChangeEvent:insert()

Figure 12.  Baseline communication model wander state scenario.

The ACQUIRE state response to a LocationChangeEvent is somewhat more

complex than that of the response in the WANDER state. The response is described in

Figure 13. The most common condition occurs when the gatherer has not yet reached

the target location. In this condition, the gatherer simply keeps moving toward the

target, adding another LocationChangeEvent to the simulator’s event queue (Figure 13,

messages C and D)

It is at the target location that interesting behavior can occur. The nominal case

occurs when there is food at the target location. In this case, the gatherer makes a note

of how much food will be left after harvesting (message F) and grabs one unit of food,

decrementing the food count of the cell and storing a food unit with the gatherer

(message G). The gatherer then assumes the DELIVER state (message H) and starts

moving toward the hive, adding another LocationChangeEvent (messages I and J). If,
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however, no food is found upon reaching the target location of two things happens. If

there are no other food sources nearby, the Encounter-empty transition occurs; the

Gatherer assumes the WANDER state (message L) and continues its random walk

(messages M and N). On the other hand, if there is at least one other food source in

food sensor detector range, then the Gatherer will not continue a random walk, but

rather, reset its target location to the location of the largest nearby food source

(message Q) and resume its ACQUIRE state actions by moving toward the new target

(messages R and S). This combination of actions lets the Gatherer react appropriately

to the state of its environment when it is delivering food from a location known to have

contained food, resuming search for food upon depletion of the existing food source.

Note that each Gatherer is completely independent with no intentional interaction

between gatherer agents. Unintentional interaction can occur when multiple gatherer

agents are harvesting the same food source simultaneously. In this case, the food

source is depleted more quickly than expected by an individual gatherer agent.
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:
HiveSimulator

event :
LocationChangeEvent

:
Gatherer

A:execute()
B:onLocationChange(GridLocation) : void

C target:moveToward()
D LocationChangeEvent:insert()

E:activateFoodGrabber()

F:foodCount()

G:removeFoodUnit()

H DELIVER:setState()

I hiveLocation:moveToward()
J LocationChangeEvent:insert()

K:nearestFoodLocation() : GridLocation

LWANDER:setState()

M:moveInRandomDirection()
N LocationChangeEvent:insert()

O:foundFood()

PACUIRE:setState()

QfoodLocation:setTarget()

R foodLocation:moveToward()
SLocationChangeEvent:insert()

A:execute()
B:onLocationChange(GridLocation) : void

C target:moveToward()
D LocationChangeEvent:insert()

E:activateFoodGrabber()

F:foodCount()

G:removeFoodUnit()

H DELIVER:setState()

I hiveLocation:moveToward()
J LocationChangeEvent:insert()

K:nearestFoodLocation() : GridLocation

LWANDER:setState()

M:moveInRandomDirection()
N LocationChangeEvent:insert()

O:foundFood()

PACUIRE:setState()

QfoodLocation:setTarget()

R foodLocation:moveToward()
SLocationChangeEvent:insert()

A:execute()
B:onLocationChange(GridLocation) : void

C target:moveToward()
D LocationChangeEvent:insert()

E:activateFoodGrabber()

F:foodCount()

G:removeFoodUnit()

H DELIVER:setState()

I hiveLocation:moveToward()
J LocationChangeEvent:insert()

K:nearestFoodLocation() : GridLocation

LWANDER:setState()

M:moveInRandomDirection()
N LocationChangeEvent:insert()

O:foundFood()

PACUIRE:setState()

QfoodLocation:setTarget()

R foodLocation:moveToward()
SLocationChangeEvent:insert()

B:onLocationChange(GridLocation) : void
C target:moveToward()

D LocationChangeEvent:insert()
C target:moveToward()

if not atTarget()

E:activateFoodGrabber()

F:foodCount()

G:removeFoodUnit()

E:activateFoodGrabber()

H DELIVER:setState()H DELIVER:setState()

I hiveLocation:moveToward()
J LocationChangeEvent:insert()

I hiveLocation:moveToward()

else if atTarget()
and foodPresent()> 0

D LocationChangeEvent:insert()D LocationChangeEvent:insert()

J LocationChangeEvent:insert()J LocationChangeEvent:insert()

K:nearestFoodLocation() : GridLocation

LWANDER:setState()

M:moveInRandomDirection()
N LocationChangeEvent:insert()

O:foundFood()

PACUIRE:setState()

QfoodLocation:setTarget()

R foodLocation:moveToward()
SLocationChangeEvent:insert()

K:nearestFoodLocation() : GridLocation

LWANDER:setState()LWANDER:setState()

M:moveInRandomDirection()
N LocationChangeEvent:insert()

M:moveInRandomDirection()
N LocationChangeEvent:insert()N LocationChangeEvent:insert()

if atTarget() but no food
present

if no other
food nearby

O:foundFood()

PACUIRE:setState()

QfoodLocation:setTarget()

R foodLocation:moveToward()
SLocationChangeEvent:insert()

O:foundFood()

PACUIRE:setState()PACUIRE:setState()

QfoodLocation:setTarget()QfoodLocation:setTarget()

R foodLocation:moveToward()
SLocationChangeEvent:insert()

R foodLocation:moveToward()
SLocationChangeEvent:insert()SLocationChangeEvent:insert()

if other food is
nearby

FoodLeft =
foodCount() - 1

cell :
GridCell

G:removeFoodUnit()G:removeFoodUnit()

F:foodCount()F:foodCount()

Figure 13.  Baseline communication model acquire state scenario .

After harvesting the food resources in the ACQUIRE state, the gatherer agents

transition to the DELIVER state and deliver the food resources back to the hive. The

DELIVER state response to the LocationChangeEvent is shown in Figure 14. This

action is also a source for interesting individual behavior. The most common condition

occurs when the gatherer agent has not yet returned to the hive. In this condition, the
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gatherer agent simply continues moving toward the hive (Figure 14, messages D and

E). When the gatherer agent reaches the hive, it deposits its food, incrementing the

hive’s food counter (message H). At this point, the gatherer agent makes a decision.

When the gatherer agent harvested the food, it remembered how much food was left. If

more food was remaining when the gatherer agent harvested the food, then the

gatherer transitions to the ACQUIRE state (message I) and starts moving back toward

the location of the last known food source (messages J and K). If, on the other hand,

no more food was remaining, then no purpose would be served by returning to that

location, so the agent transitions to the WANDER state (message L) and resumes its

random walk over the simulation grid (messages N and O).

Note again here that no intentional interaction between individual agents occurs.

Some unintentional interaction may occur due to multiple agents depositing food

simultaneously. Since this simulation is a discrete event simulation, this situation does

not interfere with the simulated environment. Of interest is the fact that the decision

whether or not to return is based on the individual agent’s observation of the amount of

food remaining after it harvested its last unit. This observation may no longer reflect the

actual state if another agent is harvesting food from the same location simultaneously,

so the individual agent may actually make the wrong decision, since it lacks complete

information.

This system comprised of individual autonomous agents acts as a baseline for

comparison between multiple communication models. Other work has shown that

performance of the forage task may improve by allowing agents to communicate. This

baseline allows direct comparisons against a common standard.
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:
HiveSimulator

event :
LocationChangeEvent

:
Gatherer

A:execute()
B:onLocationChange(GridLocation) : void

C:atHive()

D hiveLocation:moveToward()
ELocationChangeEvent:insert()

F:deliverFood()

G:releaseFoodGrabber()

H:addFoodUnit()

I ACQUIRE:setState

J targetLocation:moveToward()
KLocationChangeEvent:insert()

LWANDER:setState

M null:setTarget()

N:moveInRandomDirection()
OLocationChangeEvent:insert()

A:execute()
B:onLocationChange(GridLocation) : void

C:atHive()

D hiveLocation:moveToward()
ELocationChangeEvent:insert()

F:deliverFood()

G:releaseFoodGrabber()

H:addFoodUnit()

I ACQUIRE:setState

J targetLocation:moveToward()
KLocationChangeEvent:insert()

LWANDER:setState

M null:setTarget()

N:moveInRandomDirection()
OLocationChangeEvent:insert()

A:execute()
B:onLocationChange(GridLocation) : void

C:atHive()

D hiveLocation:moveToward()
ELocationChangeEvent:insert()

F:deliverFood()

G:releaseFoodGrabber()

H:addFoodUnit()

I ACQUIRE:setState

J targetLocation:moveToward()
KLocationChangeEvent:insert()

LWANDER:setState

M null:setTarget()

N:moveInRandomDirection()
OLocationChangeEvent:insert()

B:onLocationChange(GridLocation) : void
C:atHive()C:atHive()

D hiveLocation:moveToward()
ELocationChangeEvent:insert()

D hiveLocation:moveToward()

if not atHive()

F:deliverFood()

G:releaseFoodGrabber()

H:addFoodUnit()

I ACQUIRE:setState

J targetLocation:moveToward()
KLocationChangeEvent:insert()

LWANDER:setState

M null:setTarget()

N:moveInRandomDirection()
OLocationChangeEvent:insert()

F:deliverFood()

:
Hive

G:releaseFoodGrabber()

H:addFoodUnit()

G:releaseFoodGrabber()

H:addFoodUnit()H:addFoodUnit()

if atHive()

I ACQUIRE:setStateI ACQUIRE:setState

if FoodLeft >
0

J targetLocation:moveToward()
KLocationChangeEvent:insert()

J targetLocation:moveToward()
KLocationChangeEvent:insert()KLocationChangeEvent:insert()

LWANDER:setStateLWANDER:setState

if FoodLeft =
0

M null:setTarget()M null:setTarget()

N:moveInRandomDirection()
OLocationChangeEvent:insert()

N:moveInRandomDirection()
OLocationChangeEvent:insert()OLocationChangeEvent:insert()

ELocationChangeEvent:insert()ELocationChangeEvent:insert()

Figure 14.  Baseline communication model deliver state scenario.

Hive Communication Model

The hive communication model extends the behavior of the baseline

communication model by allowing individual agents to communicate the location and

amount of food sources after returning to the hive. This behavior corresponds to the

biological model displayed by honey bees in their waggle dance. It also allows agents

to take action upon receiving communication of information by aiding in the harvest of

the food at that location. As a result, collaboration takes place between agents,

allowing harvesting of known food sources to take place more quickly. This
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collaboration depends on the number of available gatherer agents available to receive

the information on the location of the food. Similar to the baseline communication

model, the HiveSimulator class takes the hive communication model as a parameter

and thus uses a HiveCommunicationObjectFactory to create relevent domain objects.

Like the BaseObjectFactory, it creates a null coordinator object, since central

coordination is not used. It creates Gatherer objects with a parameter passed to tell

them to use hive communication. Additional agent architecture components are shown

in Table 3

Table 3.  Hive And Site Communication Model Additional Agent Architecture 
Components

State Variables Description
No additional state variables
Sensors Descriptions
Food Location Receiver Allows the gatherer to detect transmission of

food location and amount
Actuators Descriptions
Food Location Transmitter Allows the gatherer to broadcast transmission of

food location and amount

The state processing for the hive communication model is enhanced relative to

the baseline communication model. The state model for the hive communication

method is shown in Figure 15. The same states are used as the baseline model,

however an additional action takes place on the transition from the DELIVER state to

the ACQUIRE state. When the gatherer agent delivers food to the hive, it also

broadcasts the location of the food as well as the amount remaining to any other

gatherer agents within range of the transmission. This transmission serves the same

purpose as the waggle dance of the honey bee, although its representation more

closely resembles a wireless radio communication. Note that the waggle dance has

been observed to communicate both location and amount of the food (Sumpter, 2002,
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63). This information can be used by other gatherer agents to temporarily stop

searching for food sources and assist in food gathering. As a result, an additional

transition from the WANDER state to the ACQUIRE state (Re-orient) has been added.

This transition occurs when a gatherer agent in the WANDER state (searching for food)

receives a transmission notifying it of the location of a known food source. The gatherer

agent will transition to the ACQUIRE state and start moving toward the food source. At

this point, the harvest and delivery proceeds in the same manner as if the gatherer

agent had discovered the food source on its own.

WANDER ACQUIRE

DELIVER

ENCOUNTER

ENCOUNTER
EMPTY

RE-ENCOUNTER

ATTACH
DEPOSIT

(broadcast)

DEPOSIT-LAST

RE-ORIENT

Figure 15.  Hive communication model state model.

Site Communication Model

The site communication model extends the behavior of the baseline model in the

same manner as the hive communication model. Instead of communicating food source

information at the hive, gatherer agents broadcast information at the site of the food

source itself. This information contains the same food location and amount content as

the hive communication model. Gatherer agent behavior is changed since only

gatherers searching for food near the location of the food source receive the

transmission. Like the hive communication model, the amount of collaboration that
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occurs depends on the number of available gatherers to receive the information about

the food source. Just as in the hive communication model, the HiveSimulator class

takes the site communication model as a parameter and thus uses a

SiteCommunicationObjectFactory to create relevent domain objects. Like the

BaseObjectFactory, it creates a null coordinator object, since central coordination is not

used. It creates Gatherer objects with a parameter passed to tell them to use site

communication. The site communication model uses the same agent architecture

components as the hive communication model, which are listed in Table 3.

The site communication model does, however, use different state processing

than either the baseline communication model or the hive communication model. The

site communication model, shown in Figure 16, contains the same states as the

baseline communication model. On the encounter transition from the WANDER to the

ACQUIRE state, when the gatherer discovers a food source, an action of transmit is

added. This causes the gatherer agent to broadcast food location and amount to any

other gatherer agents in reception range of the transmission. Likewise, the broadcast

action is attached to the re-encounter transition from the ACQUIRE state back to the

ACQUIRE state. This re-encounter transition occurs when a gatherer agent arrives at a

food source location to find it depleted, but other food sources are nearby. An

additional transition, the re-orient transition from the WANDER state to the ACQUIRE

state, occurs when a gatherer agent in search of food receives the broadcast

information notifying it of food sources nearby. The receiving gatherer agent

temporarily suspends its own search for food and joins the effort in harvesting food from

a known location.
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WANDER ACQUIRE

DELIVER

ENCOUNTER
(broadcast)

ENCOUNTER
EMPTY

RE-ENCOUNTER
(broadcast)

ATTACH DEPOSIT

DEPOSIT-LAST

RE-ORIENT

Figure 16.  Site communication model state model.

Blackboard Communication Model

The blackboard communication model extends the behavior of the baseline

model by allowing gatherer agents to communicate via a central blackboard agent.

Gatherer agents leave the location of food sources and quantity of food remaining on

the blackboard when they find food sources and deliver food to the hive. Gatherer

agents can later examine the blackboard to see if any other gatherers have found food

sources. If information is found on the blackboard regarding known food sources, then

the agent will go to the known food location and assist in the harvest effort. If no known

food sources are found on the blackboard, the agent will perform a random walk over

the simulation grid to search for food. This random walk is updated periodically to

return to the hive if the gatherer is near the hive after some time of searching for food.

This causes the gatherer to occasionally re-check the blackboard after a period of

search which has not yet provided results, in order to use results of another gatherer’s

fruitful search if any exists. In this way, collaboration takes place between gatherer
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agents, although indirectly. No direct communication occurs between between gatherer

agents. Instead, the blackboard serves as a communications medium.

A blackboard coordinator agent serves to coordinate access to the blackboard. It

also helps provide the “best” information on the blackboard and keeps the information

updated. This model, therefore, uses a heterogeneous system of agents with a single

blackboard coordinator and a set of blackboard gatherer agents. The blackboard

coordinator essentially erases information from the blackboard when a location is known

to be depleted, so its model of the environment is simply a list of locations believed to

contain food resources, with the most current quantity stored for each location.

Similar to the baseline communication model, initialization of the blackboard

communicaiton model passes a blackboard communication model as a parameter to the

HiveSimulator class, which then uses a BlackboardCommunicatorObjectFactory to

create relevent domain objects. The BlackboardCommunicatorObjectFactory creates a

BlackboardCoordinator to manage the blackboard. It also creates BlackboardGatherer

objects to search the environment. The BlackboardGatherer objects are all initialized

to the WANDER state to go find food sources.

The blackboard communication model uses the same basic agent architecture

components as the baseline communication model, but with additional components as

listed in Table 4. Since the blackboard coordinator is a separate agent, it has a

separate set of agent architecture components, listed in Table 5.
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Table 4.  Blackboard Communication Model Additional Agent Architecture Components 

State Variables Description
Last time at hive Reminds the agent when it was last at the hive

so it can periodically return to the hive and
check the blackboard if it has not yet found food

Sensors Descriptions
Blackboard response receiver Receives responses from the blackboard

coordinator
Actuators Descriptions
Blackboard request transmitter Allows the gatherer to request information from

the blackboard
Blackboard information transmitter Allows the gatherer to post information or

updates to the blackboard

Table 5.  Blackboard Communication Model Coordinator Agent Architecture 
Components

State Variables Description
Food resource list Location and food quantity for all known food

sources
Sensors Descriptions
Blackboard request receiver Receives information requests from gatherer

agents
Blackboard information receiver Receives information and updates regarding

known food sources
Actuators Descriptions
Blackboard response transmitter Allows the coordinator to respond to requests for

information from gatherer agents.

The state processing used by the blackboard communication model is based off

the same state processing as the baseline model, but with significant additions, as

shown in Figure 17. Like the baseline model, blackboard gatherer agents begin in the

WANDER state performing a random walk through the simulation grid. All the core

behavior present in the baseline model is also present in the blackboard communication

model.
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In addition to the state processing of the baseline model, the blackboard model

adds a return transition from the WANDER state to the REPORT state if the gatherer is

near the hive and some threshold of time has elapsed since the last time the gatherer

agent was at the hive. This causes the blackboard agents to periodically return to the

hive and review the blackboard to see if additional information is available. The

transition to the REPORT state causes the gatherer agent to move towards the hive.

The arrive transition from the REPORT state to the REQUEST state occurs when the

blackboard gatherer arrives at the hive and causes the gatherer agent to request

information from the blackboard , then wait for a response. If the gatherer receives a

positive response, then a blackboard-response transition occurs from the REQUEST

state to the ACQUIRE state, causing the blackboard gatherer to start moving toward the

location indicated in the blackboard response. If, on the other hand, the blackboard

response indicates no known food sources, then a null-response transition occurs from

the REQUEST state to the WANDER state, and the blackboard gatherer agent starts a

random walk searching for food, since no known food sources were found on the

blackboard. The final change from the baseline model state processing is a difference

in the deposit-last transition. This transition occurs when a gatherer has delivered the

last known food from a food source location, and causes the blackboard gatherer agent

to move to the REQUEST state instead of the WANDER state as in the baseline model.

This means that a gatherer will check the blackboard looking for known food sources

instead of immediately setting out in search of food when it has delivered the last food

from a food source.
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The blackboard coordinator is a simple reactive agent, whose response to

stimulus is dependent only on its internal model of the environment, specifically its list of

known food sources, and does not require any more complex state model like the model

employed by the blackboard gatherer agents.

WANDER ACQUIRE

DELIVER

ENCOUNTER

ENCOUNTER
EMPTY

RE-ENCOUNTER

ATTACHDEPOSIT

DEPOSIT-LAST

REQUESTBLACKBOARD
RESPONSE

REPORT

RETURN

ARRIVE

NULL-RESPONSE

Figure 17.  Blackboard communication model state model.

Ant Communication Model

The ant communication model extends the behavior of the baseline model by

including another type of indirect communication. This model allows communication

indirectly using the environment itself as a communications medium. Ant gatherer

agents deposit simulated pheromones when carrying food or moving toward food.

Other ant gatherer agents searching for food can follow the trail of pheromones to find

the location of food. To support this model, the environment must be modified to

support the pheromone trail strength contained in each simulation grid cell. In addition,

pheromone trails evaporate over time, so trail strength represents the activity of

gatherer agents on the trail. Stronger trails indicate more recent activity, and likely food
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sources (Dorigo, 1996, 4). The environment must therefore be modified to support

pheromone evaporation. This is easily provided by an evaporation event at periodic

intervals.

Much of the operation of the ant communication model depends on the behavior of

the simulated pheromones. This behavior depends on a collection of parameters

(Dorigo, 1996, 5), which are:

1. Pheromone deposit rate (DR), (Dario’s Q parameter)

2. Pheromone evaporation rate (ER), (Dorigo’s � parameter) and

3. Pheromone trail affinity (TA) (Dorigo’s � parameter).

The pheromone deposit rate (DR) controls how much simulated pheromone is

deposited by a single ant gatherer in a single time step. Pheromone evaporation rate

(ER) controls how fast the pheromone trail evaporates once it is deposited. Pheromone

trail affinity affects how much weight is associated with pheromone trails when selecting

direction of movement. These parameters each affect the behavior of the simulated

pheromone mechanism. For example, if the pheromone trail affinity is too small, the

resulting behavior is ant gatherer agents placing very little weight on trails, effectively

becoming a random walk like the baseline communication model. If the evaporation

rate is too low, ant gatherers will continue to follow trails which do not lead to food. If

the evaporation rate is too high, trails evaporate before they can be effectively used by

gatherers to locate food. The formula for trail strength is shown in Figure 18.
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Figure 18.  Formula for pheromone trail strength.

Ant gatherers perform a modified random walk through the environment. At each

movement event, the ant gatherer will move toward the strongest simulated pheromone

trail, with some constraints. Each surrounding cell is given a probability weight based

on its pheromone strength, so cells with a higher pheromone strength have a higher

probability of being chosen. In the absence of any pheromone trails, each surrounding

cell has an equal probability of being chosen, resulting in random walk behavior (see

Figure 19 below).

Figure 19.  Probability of movement to a cell based on pheromone strength.

TSc(t+1) = (1 – ER) TSc(t) + DR * N
Where:

• TSc(t) is the Trail Strength of cell c at time t.
• ER is the evaporation rate
• DR is the deposit rate
• N is the number of gatherer agents in cell c

carrying food
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Where:
• TA is trail affinity
• Pc(t) is the probability of cell c being selected for the next

movement at time t
• TSc(t) is the trail strength in cell c at time t
• TSi(t) is the trail strength in cell c at time t
• N(cg) is the set of cells neighboring the cell cg where the

gatherer is located at time t.
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Initialization of the ant communication model is similar to the baseline

communication model. The ant communication model is passed as a parameter to the

HiveSimulator class, which then uses an AntObjectFactory to create relevant domain

objects. The AntObjectFactory creates a null coordinator, just like the baseline

communication model, since the ant communication model uses no central

coordination. The AntObjectFactory also creates AntGatherer objects to search the

environment. The AntGatherer objects are all initialized to the WANDER state to go

find food sources.

The ant communication model uses the same basic agent architecture

components as the baseline communication model, but with additional components as

listed in Table 6.

The ant communication model state processing is identical to the state

processing in the baseline communication model. It has the same states and transitions

between the states.

Table 6.  Ant Communication Model Additional Agent Architecture Components 

State Variables Description
None
Sensors Descriptions
Pheromone sensor Allows the ant gatherer to detect a simulated

pheromone trail when searching for food.
Actuators Descriptions
Pheromone emitter Allows the ant gatherer to leave a simulated

pheromone trail when carrying food or moving
toward a known food source.

Tuning the three pheromone control parameters (deposit rate, evaporation rate,

and trail affinity) by hand is an error-prone and time consuming process. Intuition gives

some direction, but results can often prove intuition wrong. In Evolving Path Planning
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Mechanisms (Sauter and others, 2002, 438), the researchers used a genetic algorithm

using the parameters as genes to determine the optimum values for each of the three

parameters. This project used a similar approach, but used a Monte Carlo method with

systematic sampling (Mackay, 2004, 179) instead of a genetic algorithm to find optimal

values. Each of these three variables is used as a dimension in the overall space of

value sets, effectively becoming a three dimensional space. First, a large sampling of

values at regular intervals along each dimension is established, effectively creating a

three dimensional grid, with the grid size being equal to the sampling rate. An analog in

two dimensions is shown in Figure 20. In the figure, the sampling rate creates a two

dimensional grid, with one sample taken at each grid intersection point, (0, 0), (10, 0),

etc., up to (60, 30). The sample consists of running the simulator against a pre-set

environment with a fixed number of ant gatherer agents. Each simulation run is

repeated multiple times and the completion time to find the food is measured. The

result is the mean of simulation run results for that combination of parameter values.

The domain of values for each variable should be considered when establishing the

sampling limit.

The best parameter value points are chosen and selected for a further sampling,

where best is defined as the smallest completion time to find the food. In this

subsequent sampling, each point is used as an origin for a local grid where the

endpoints are generated as a delta of half the previous sampling rate on each side of

the original data point. This technique is illustrated in Figure 20 at points (10, 20) and

(40, 10). Again, the simulations are run at each of the selected sampling points in the

parameter space, measuring the mean completion time for multiple simulation runs with
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the same parameter point values. This technique should determine whether or not the

values sampled are local minima or global minima in the parameter space.

The process is repeated, by selecting the best parameter value points, and

reducing the sample rate by half, as shown in Figure 20 for points (5,25), (15,15), and

(45,15). The process is repeated until the minimum value generated by the simulation

run stops decreasing, indicating a convergence on the smallest value.
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(40,10)
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(15,15) (45,15)

Figure 20.  Ant communication model parameter search approach.

Random Coordinator Model

The random coordinator model is significantly different than the baseline

communication model. In this model and the other coordinator models, to follow, each

gatherer is almost completely dependent on another coordinator agent for directing the

gatherer agent where to search. Each gatherer agent requests direction from the

coordinator, and then goes to the directed location to find food. The gatherers can,

however, stop at targets of opportunity anywhere in the path to the directed location and

gather food. In addition, the gatherers can share information on the location of food

when they deliver it back to the hive, similar to the hive communication method. In

practice, the main difference is the directed path of the directed gatherers rather than
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the random walk of the hive communication gatherers. In this communication method,

the coordinator agent simply selects locations in the simulation grid at random, with

each of the two dimensions having a gaussian probability distribution. Given enough

time, each location in the grid will be selected.

Initialization of the random coordination model is similar to the baseline

communication model. The random coordination model is passed as a parameter to the

HiveSimulator class, which then uses an RandomObjectFactory to create relevant

domain objects. The RandomObjectFactory creates a RandomCoordinator object

which provides coordination to the gatherer objects. The RandomObjectFactory also

creates CoordinatedGatherer objects to search the environment. The

CoordinatedGatherer objects are all initialized to the REST state to wait for their initial

targets from the coordinator.

The random coordination communication model uses the same basic agent

architecture components as the baseline communication model, but with significant

additional components as listed in Table 7.

Table 7.  Random Coordination Model Additional Agent Architecture Components 

State Variables Description
No additional state variables
Sensors Descriptions
Food location receiver Allows the gatherer to detect transmission of

food location and amount
Coordinator target receiver Allows the gatherer to receive direction from the

coordinator
Actuators Descriptions
Food location transmitter Allows the gatherer to broadcast transmission of

food location and amount
Coordinator request transmitter Allows the gatherer to request a target from the

coordinator
Location food status transmitter Allows the gatherer to report location and

amount of food sources to the coordinator
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The gatherer agents are separate from the gatherer agents and have their own agent

architecture components, listed in Table 8.

Table 8.  Random Coordination Model Coordinator Agent Architecture Components

State Variables Description
None
Sensors Descriptions
Coordinator request receiver Allows the coordinator to detect request of target

information from a gatherer
Location food status receiver Allows the coordinator to receive information on

location and amount of food sources from a
gatherer

Actuators Descriptions
Coordinator target transmitter Allows the coordinator to give direction to a

gatherer

The random coordination communication model state processing is almost

completely different from the state processing used by the baseline model. State

processing for the random coordinator model is shown in Figure 21. Processing starts in

the initial REST state, where a coordinated gatherer makes a request to the coordinator

for a target. When this occurs, the assignment transition moves the gatherer from the

REST state to the SEARCH state and the gatherer begins moving toward the assigned

location. While in the SEARCH state, several possibilities arise. The gatherer may

simply arrive at the assigned location to find no food. In this situation, the encounter-

empty transition occurs, moving the gatherer from the SEARCH state to the RETURN

state, and the gatherer begins moving back to the hive to get a new target. If the

gatherer finds food anywhere along the path to the target, the encounter transition

occurs, the gatherer harvests the food and transitions to the DELIVER state to return

food back to the hive. If the gatherer arrives at the target location and finds no food

there, but other food nearby, then the re-encounter transition moves the gatherer into
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the ACQUIRE state while it moves toward its new target. The RETURN state is used

to return a gatherer to the hive after an unsucessful search. Since the navigation

algorithm does not always select the same path returning to the hive at it selected going

to the target, it is possible that the gatherer will find food on the way back to the hive

that it did not find on the way to the target. If food is found directly on the path, the

encounter transition moves the gatherer to the DELIVER state and the gatherer

harvests food to return it to the hive. If food is found not on the path, but near the path

in the gatherer’s food sensor range, then the re-encounter transition moves the gatherer

to the ACQUIRE state and it moves toward its new target. If no food is found on the

return to the hive, then the gatherer simply returns to the hive, triggering the arrive

transition to the REST state to request a new target from the coordinator.

The ACQUIRE state is used to indicate that the gatherer believes it is travelling

to a location known to contain food. From the ACQUIRE state, three transitions, are

possible. First, the gatherer may arrive at the target location to find food (the attach

transition). It then activates its food grabber effector and transitions to the DELIVER

state to return food to the hive. Second, it may arrive at the target to find no food at the

target and no other food nearby, triggering the encounter-empty transition to the

RETURN state causing the gatherer to return to the hive. Third, it may arrive at the

target to find no food at the target, but other food nearby. This triggers the re-encounter

transition back to the ACQUIRE state as the gatherer sets its target to the nearby food

and begins to move toward it.

In the DELIVER state, the two main transitions occur when the gatherer returns

to the hive to deposit food. The gatherer always deposits food and notifies the
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coordinator regarding the amount of food remaining at the target location. If more food

is believed to be remaining at the target location, the deposit transition occurs, and the

gatherer transitions to the ACQUIRE state to go back to the target location and gather

more food. If, however, no more food is believed to be at the target location, the

gatherer forgoes returning to the target, triggering the deposit-last transition to the

REST state and the gatherer requests another target from the coordinator.
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Figure 21.  Coordinated gatherer state model.

Random Coordinator Model With Memory

The random coordinator with memory model is in most senses identical to the

random coordinator model. The coordinated gatherer agents are identical, but the

coordinator agent is different. The coordinator still selects selections at random, but

remembers locations that have been reported to the coordinator, as well as any

locations along the path to the initial locations. Since these have been reported, any

location along the path must not have any food, or the gatherers would have stopped

and harvested them. By marking locations known not to have food, the coordinator can
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reduce the size of the unknown search space and focus all subsequent searches on

portions of the grid space with unknown status. The difference from the random

coordinator model is that the random-with-memory coordinator keeps a list of all grid

locations already visited.

The only difference in the simulation is a substitution of a

RandomWithMemoryCoordinator object for the RandomCoordinator object.

Linear Coordinator Model

The linear coordinator model acts similarly to the random coordinator model, but

uses a different algorithm for selecting targets for individual gatherers. The linear

selection algorithm used by the coordinator ensures that all grid cells are searched. It

does so by keeping a list of all non-hive grid locations, and then assigning searches

from that list, repeating at the beginning of the list once all locations in the list have been

searched. This occurs because gatherer agents may find food before they reach the

target assigned and thus may not actually reach the target. This algorithm is

guaranteed to search all cells of the grid. Figure 22 below illustrates the action of the

linear selection algorithm.

The difference in the simulation is the substitution of a LinearCoordinator object

for the RandomCoordinator object.
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H IVE

Figure 22.  Linear coordinator target selection algorithm.

Linear Coordinator Model With Memory

The linear coordinator with memory model is in most senses identical to the

linear coordinator model, with identical coordinated gatherer agents, but a different

coordinator agent. The coordinator still selects selections with the same linear selection

algorithm, but remembers locations that have been reported to the coordinator, as well

as any locations along the path to the initial locations. Since these have been reported,

any location along the path must not have any food, or the gatherers would have

stopped and harvested them. By marking locations known not to have food, the

coordinator can reduce the size of the search space to focus on portions of the grid

space with unknown status. The difference from the linear coordinator model is that the

linear-with-memory coordinator keeps a list of all grid locations already visited.

The only difference in the simulation is a substitution of a

LinearWithMemoryCoordinator object for the LinearCoordinator object.

Perimeter Coordinator Model

The perimeter coordinator model uses a systematic method to select targets,

similar to the linear coordinator model. The perimeter coordinator model, however,
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uses a different target selection algorithm. The perimeter coordinator model selection

algorithm uses the gatherer agents' behavior to reduce the total number of grid cells

needed to be assigned. Since gatherer agents may stop at any cell between the hive

and the original target if it contains food, then assigning targets at the farthest possible

distance should maximize the chance of finding food in-between. The perimeter

selection algorithm only assigns search targets on the outer perimeter of the search

grid. Although it has not been proven to search every grid cell, in practice, it goes

through every grid cell on the way to the perimeter cells. Since gatherers may stop

before reaching perimeter target cells if they find food, the coordinator must begin again

at the start of the perimeter cell list when all perimeter cells have been assigned as

targets. Figure 23 below illustrates the operation of the perimeter selection algorithm.

HIVE

Figure 23.  Perimeter coordinator target selection algorithm.

The difference in the simulation from the random coordination model is the

substitution of a PerimeterCoordinator object for the RandomCoordinator object.
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Perimeter Coordinator Model With Memory

The perimeter coordinator with memory model is in most senses identical to the

perimeter coordinator model, with identical coordinated gatherer agents, but a different

coordinator agent. The coordinator still selects selections with the same perimeter

selection algorithm, but remembers locations that have been reported to the

coordinator, as well as any locations along the path to the initial locations. Since these

have been reported, any location along the path must not have any food, or the

gatherers would have stopped and harvested them. By marking locations known not to

have food, the coordinator can reduce the size of the search space to focus on portions

of the grid space with unknown status. The difference from the perimeter coordinator

model is that the perimeter-with-memory coordinator keeps a list of all grid locations

already visited.

The difference in the simulation is a substitution of a 

PerimeterWithMemoryCoordinator object for the PerimeterCoordinator object.

Information Level

Information level is introduced as a parameter that can affect simulation results.

David Sumpter (Sumpter, 2000, 64) reports an observation that the waggle dance of

honey bees not only communicates the location of food sources, but the richness of the

food source as well. Based on this observation, an information level parameter is used

by the gatherers to control the communication content. For information level zero, no

content is communicated, and all communication is inhibited. In practice, this duplicates

the behavior of the baseline communication model. For information level one, only the

location of food is communicated. Gatherer agents that receive the information always
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act on it, and assist in the harvesting of the food source. For information level two, both

location and amount of food are communicated. The gatherer agent that receives it

randomly decides whether or not to act on the information, with the probability of

favorable response proportional to the amount of food available. This causes gatherer

agents to be more likely to help harvest locations with large amounts of food available,

and less likely to help harvest locations with small amounts of food available.

Table 9.  Information Level Parameter Values 

Information Level Meaning
0 No communication exchanged between agents
1 Only location of food communicated
2 Both location of food and amount of food communicated.

Grid Navigation Algorithm

The gatherer agents and coordinator agents do not have detailed knowledge of

the environment grid. As a result, they rely on a GridNavigator object to determine the

path from one grid cell to another. The basic algorithm is to compare a current location

with a target location. A bearing angle is calculated, and then compared to fixed ranges

to determine the direction taken toward the target. The ranges are shown below in

Figure 24. For example, if the bearing to the target is between 18 degrees and 72

degrees, then the gatherer would move diagonally one grid cell up and to the right. The

gatherer keeps moving toward the target one cell at a time until it reaches the target.

This algorithm is similar in principle to Bresenham's line algorithm (Bresenham,

1965, 27) in that it moves only one rectangular cell at a time, but is much less directly

efficient. In particular, this algorithm loses the accumulated error information that

Bresenham’s algorithm uses since it must recalculate the next intermediate destination

cell with each movement. It can, however, allow the gatherer to move one step at a
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time toward the target, always moving in the direction closest to a straight line toward

the target.

18°

72°108°

162°

198°

252° 288°

342°

Figure 24.  Navigation algorithm description.

Creating New Models

Because the goal of the simulation framework is compare communication

models, the framework has been developed in a way to make adding new

communication models relatively easy. Much of the work in creating new models simply

requires creating subclasses of existing classes, and then notifying the framework about

the new classes. Figure 25 shows examples of the main tasks required.

A Java class called CoordType contains public static CoordType objects to

represent each type of communication model. To extend the framework, a subclass of

CoordType with an additional public static CoordType would be required, as shown in

Figure 25. In addition, a subclass of the AbstractObjectFactory class must be created.

This subclass must override the createGatherer and createCoordinator methods,

returning the appropriate gatherer and coordinator objects. Before the simulator can

start, the registerFactory method in the FactoryRegistry class must be used to map the

new CoordType object for the new communication method to the new

AbstractObjectFactory subclass.
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If the communication model requires a new type of coordination, similar to the

Linear coordination model, then a new Coordinator class must be created. This class

must be a subclass of AbstractCoordinator. The key methods needed to implement

coordinator behavior are onGathererReady and onFoodReport. If no other special

gatherer behavior is needed, then the new ObjectFactory class can just create a new

CoordinatedGatherer object. If the communication model requres no coordination, a

NullCoordinator object can be returned from the createCoordinator method of the

ObjectFactory class.

If specialized gatherer behavior is needed, then a subclass of AbstractGatherer

is needed. In practice, it is better to inherit from GenericGatherer, since much of the

generic behavior such as random walk behavior, navigation toward targets, and food

sensing is already implemented in that class.
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class MyCoordType extends CoordType {
public static final CoordType NewMethod = new CoordType(99,”x”);

}
class MyGatherer extends GenericGatherer {

MyGatherer(Simulator sim, SimulationGrid grid,
AbstractHive hive, AbstractCoordinator coord,
int infoLevel)

{
super(sim, grid, hive, coord,infoLevel);

}

// Other methods as needed
}
class MyObjectFactory extends AbstractObjectFactory {

public AbstractCoordinator
createCoordinator(Simulator sim, SimulationGrid grid)
{

return new NullCoordinator();
}

public AbstractGatherer
createGatherer(int gathererIdx, int gathererCount, Simulator sim,

SimulationGrid grid, AbstractHive hive,
AbstractCoordinator coord, int infoLevel)

{
return new MyGatherer(sim, grid, hive, coord, infoLevel);

}
}

FactoryRegistry.registerFactory(MyCoordType.NewMethod,
new MyObjectFactory());

HiveSimulator sim = new HiveSimulator(grid, hive, gathererCt,
MyCoordType.NewMethod,
infoLevel, maxTimeSteps,
statCollectionInterval);

sim.doAllEvents();

Figure 25.  Code to implement a new communication model.

Visual Simulator

In the course of developing the simulations for various communication models, a

visual simulator was created. This simulator provides a visual display that shows

animations of the agent societies as they perform their forage task. As seen in Figure

26, a small instrument panel shows the ongoing simulation time and amount of food
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gathered, and a small message display allows crude debugging by inserting debug

message statements into the normal gatherer event processing. This visual simulator

becomes useful to view the agents in the process of executing the various simulation

methods. By looking at the behavior, a more intuitive picture emerges than by looking

at instrumented data or debug messages alone.

Instrument
Panel

Debug
Message

Area

Simulation
Grid Display

Figure 26.  Visual simulator overview.

In the simulation grid area, several visual cues indicate the state of various

objects in the simulation. The hive appears as a blue circle. It is initially empty, but

gradually becomes more full as food is deposited at the hive by the gatherers. Gatherer

agents appear as small black diamond shapes. Each has a random display offset to

enable viewing separate gatherers in the same simulation grid cells. Grid cells with

food resources are represented by green circles. The radius of the circle is proportional
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to the amount of food present in the grid cell, so cells with more food resources have

bigger circles. Each circle gradually becomes smaller, as the food resources are

harvested and moved to the hive. Initially, each of the grid cells that do not contain

either food or the hive is white, but turn grey after being visited by gatherers. This gives

a visual cue to the portions of the grid that have already been explored by the gatherers.

In the ant communication model, ant gatherers leave pheromone trails as they return

food to the hive. These trails appear as red circles in the grid, with the width of the

circle being proportional to the strength of the pheromone trail. Combinations of these

visual cues are shown in Figure 27 and Figure 28.

The visual simulator allows a user to change communication models, information

levels, and gatherer counts using menu options. The visual simulator also supports the

import of additional simulation environments by selection of menu options. The visual

simulator supports both continuous and single step animation. Single step animation is

useful for examining behavior in sync with the debug messages to get detailed insight

into the operation of the agent simulation, while continuous animation gives a better

overall view of simulated agent behavior. This simulator is similar to the SeSAm shell

for multiagent simulations (Klügl and Puppe, 1). This particular simulator is more

specific to the specific experiment conducted here. The SeSAm shell is more general

purpose in nature, and possibly more amenable to modification.
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Figure 27.  Visual simulator in action showing gatherers collecting food.  

Figure 28.  Visual simulator showing pheromone trails.
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CHAPTER IV

EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION

Experiment Overview

Initial research indicates that adding communication ability to multiagent systems

improves the speed with which the systems can complete their tasks. This work used

an experiment designed to measure the time required to complete a task for multiagent

systems using various communication methods, the cost-benefit ratio for the

communication methods, the effects of environment grid area on the communication

methods, and the effects of information content for the communication methods. A

discrete event simulation is used to simulate a society of agents completing a forage

task with no initial information about the environment. The simulation model allows

substitution of communication methods by specifying the communication method as a

parameter to the experiment simulation. An object factory specific to each

communication method is used to create appropriate gatherer and coordinator domain

objects used in the simulation. Special instrumentation allows the experiment

simulation to gather data for later analysis, and a special end-simulation event ensures

termination of the experiment simulation. This end-simulation event also specifies an

upper-bound on the completion time for the forage task in the simulation. Different grid

sizes are used to investigate the effect of the grid area on the completion time. Grid

sizes of 10x10 cells, 15x15 cells, 20x20 cells, 30x30 cells, and 40x40 cells are used in
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the experiment. A set of twenty predefined simulation environments for each grid size is

used to ensure consistent initial conditions for all communication methods. The

baseline communication method with information level zero is always used as a

baseline for comparison.

To ensure consistency between the grid sizes, the density of food in the

simulation environment and the density of gatherers in the simulation environment are

held constant. The average food density is held constant at 1 unit per environment grid

cell. In practice, the food appears in clumps with a total amount equal to the total

number of grid cells. The gatherer density is held constant at 1 gatherer for every ten

environment grid cells. This consistency in the average density of food and gatherers

helps ensure fair comparison between different grid areas.

The experiment consists of multiple sets of simulation runs. Each set of

simulation runs repeats the same grid size, information level, and communication

method 10 times on a set of 20 pre-populated simulation environments, for a total of

200 data points. The average and standard deviation for the completion time are saved

and used as a composite value to represent the simulation run set. The sets of

simulation runs are repeated for each combination of communication method (described

in chapter III), information level (described in Table 9), and grid size (described above).

Special Considerations

Some special considerations are necessary due to the significant use of random

number generation used by the various communication methods. First, multiple runs of

the simulation are executed and the results are averaged, in order to reduce the

statistical noise from any single run. This should cause the data gathered to represent
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overall behavior and reduce the likelihood of exceptional behavior from any single

simulation run from skewing the measured data.

Second, since almost all of the communication methods involve random walk

behavior from the gatherer agents, the hive (and initial location of the gatherers) is

always placed in the center of the simulation environment. This is done in order to

provide an equal likelihood for the gatherer agents to explore any portion of the

simulation environment’s grid.

Third, the key measured value for the simulation is not actual completion time.

Time to achieve 100% harvest of food can be a statistically noisy measurement, since

the time to find and harvest the last remaining food sources can vary widely based on

the time required for a random walk to reach a particular location in the simulation

environment. As a result, the experiment simulations generated three sets of

measurements, one for 100% completion time, one for 75% completion time, and one

for 50% completion time. Each set of measurements stored the mean value for multiple

simulation runs and the standard deviation among the measurements. These values

and standard deviations were used to calculate measurement error, defined here as the

standard deviation expressed as a percentage of the measured value. As shown in

Table 10, the measurement of 75% completion time had less measurement error than

either 50% completion time or 100% completion time. As a result, the 75% completion

time was used as the key measurement for the simulation.
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Table 10.  Standard Deviation Percentage For Different Measurements 

Measured
Value (time to
achieve)

Minimum
Variation

Mean
Variation

Maximum
Variation

50% complete 4.07% 10.85% 34.56%
75% complete 2.90% 8.63% 23.55%
100% complete 2.89% 11.27% 26.74%

Since average food density and average gatherer density is held constant over

the simulation runs, the expected result is that completion time should be roughly

constant over the various grid areas. Although the direct measurement is completion

time, a secondary measurement will be a cost-benefit ratio. The benefit is the amount

of food gathered, while the cost is the total effort expended by the agents in order to find

the food, harvest the food, and return the food to the hive. Additional cost is incurred for

additional information exchange. Information level two communicates both food

location and amount, while information level one communicates only food location.

Additional cost is also incurred for coordinator agents if they are required by the

communication method. These additional costs are added as a means to estimate the

cost of additional resources needed to provide communication and coordination.

The expected results are that almost all communication methods will provide

better performance than the baseline method both in terms of completion time and in

terms of cost-benefit ratio. Furthermore, it is expected that completion time results for

information level two will be better in almost all cases than information level one and

both will be better than information level zero. However, the additional cost of

information exchange may make the cost-benefit ratio favor information level one over

information level two.
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CHAPTER V

RESULTS

Completion Time Results

The results for time to complete 75% of food gathering are shown in Table 11.

The first and perhaps most obvious trend is the increase in completion time with grid

area, even though the food density and gatherer density is constant. This can be

explained by considering the average distance of food sources from the hive. As grid

area get larger, the average distance from the food becomes larger, and each unit of

food takes longer to harvest. When compared with expected values, the baseline data

shows the same general tendency to increase with grid area, as shown in Figure 29.
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Figure 29.  Baseline completion time compared to expected optimal time.
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Upon observing the data, several trends become apparent. First, as expected,

the information level has essentially no effect on the completion time for the baseline

method, since it does not include communication. In almost all other situations,

however, the information level has a beneficial effect on completion time. An

information level of two, corresponding to communication of food location and

information and gatherers deciding whether or not to assist based on the amount of

food present, is almost always better than information level one, which corresponds to

communication of food location only, with gatherers always assisting.

Another interesting trend is seen when examining communication methods

involving a central coordinator. Communication content involving both food location and

amount provides better results than just food location alone. However, for

communication methods involving a central coordinator, no communication between

gatherers provides better results than either communication providing location and

communiation providing location and amount. It is apparent that the central

coordination works best when gatherer agents do not cooperate. It may be that the

cooperation between gatherer agents interferes with coordination efforts.
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Table 11.  Experimental Completion Time Results 

Communication
Method

Information
Level

10x10
Time

15x15
Time

20x20
Time

30x30
Time

40x40
Time

0 75.135 107.445 158.650 269.540 414.350
1 74.790 107.975 158.395 270.065 412.260

Baseline

2 75.035 107.930 159.270 268.995 412.400
0 74.995 107.975 159.475 269.535 413.215
1 66.166 97.258 128.223 172.317 208.423

Hive
Communication

2 64.633 92.431 118.351 158.250 197.852
0 75.970 107.390 158.355 268.815 413.215
1 62.625 83.868 105.401 140.879 180.649

Site
Communication

2 63.107 82.991 103.648 138.850 180.398
0 77.186 112.425 164.058 277.931 424.531
1 73.374 102.188 139.099 216.615 313.225

Blackboard
Communication

2 75.983 106.852 139.936 211.712 295.921
0 73.636 107.960 160.260 269.340 414.410
1 75.085 108.205 158.475 270.260 414.300

Ant
Communication

2 73.970 108.220 158.800 269.925 413.575
0 84.875 116.020 156.590 227.565 304.830
1 84.230 124.095 174.075 275.540 395.655

Random
Coordination

2 81.620 115.570 159.830 250.600 354.860
0 81.705 111.200 147.105 210.555 277.880
1 83.135 121.000 168.780 263.085 371.930

Random
Coordination
with Memory 2 80.255 112.680 155.025 240.580 337.070

0 103.130 144.950 191.225 278.765 370.755
1 110.290 188.685 275.375 459.850 673.565

Linear
Coordination

2 105.315 167.360 235.735 383.075 552.195
0 91.920 130.860 176.350 262.940 352.640
1 99.735 165.975 239.805 400.975 589.165

Linear
Coordination
with Memory 2 94.205 146.190 208.450 341.545 495.705

0 82.115 108.110 142.750 205.050 269.210
1 90.205 128.325 186.060 291.475 400.800

Perimeter
Coordination

2 84.110 114.785 161.245 250.450 346.605
0 81.610 107.110 141.855 203.975 268.595
1 90.745 127.120 184.685 290.580 397.405

Perimeter
Coordination
with Memory 2 83.200 114.490 161.220 250.150 345.490

Also of interest is another trend seen when examining the results for

communication methods involving central coordination. For each of random

coordination, linear coordination, and perimeter coordination, the addition of memory of
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past events to the coordinator agent improves the performance of the system. In each

case, adding memory of past events allows the coordinator agent to eliminate areas of

the grid whose contents are already known in order to focus on the unknown areas,

thus reducing the size of the remaining search space.

One trend that is somewhat surprising is the increase in completion time with grid

area, even though the food density and gatherer density remain constant. One possible

explanation of these results is that even though the density of food and gatherers is

constant, the mean distance travelled to return harvested food back to the hive

increases with grid size. Earlier research (Hurt and Tarau, 2005, 77) showed a similar

trend for a fixed number of gatherers. It is possible that adding more gatherers suffers

from the principle of diminishing returns.
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Figure 30.  Comparison of completion times for non-coordinated communication 
methods.

Figure 30 through Figure 32 provide a side-by-side comparison for various

communication methods. Figure 30 shows completion time for the various non-
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coordinated communication methods (baseline, hive communication, site

communication, blackboard communication, and ant communication). The graph

indicates that the site communication method seems to provide the best performance

when measured as the shortest completion time. Of interest is the observation that the

ant communication method performs no better than the baseline method.

Figure 31 shows the relative completion times for the coordinated methods.

Because the results in Table 11 show that coordination with memory provides better

results than coordination without memory, only the results for coordination with memory

are shown. The graph indicates that the perimeter coordinator with memory provides

better completion time than the random coordinator with memory, but by a rather small

margin. It also shows that the linear coordination method, even with memory of past

events, provides better completion time than the baseline method only for the larger grid

areas.

Figure 32 displays a direct comparison of the best results of both groups,

showing the site communication method and the perimeter coordination method with

memory. The site communication method provides better completion time results than

the perimeter coordination method, and by a fairly large margin. This seems to indicate

that in most cases for the forage task, direct communication between agents provides

results as good as, if not better than, central coordination between agents.
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Figure 31.  Comparison of completion times for coordinated methods.
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Figure 32.  Comparison of completion times for the best coordinated and non-
coordinated communication methods.

Cost-Benefit Ratio Results

The cost benefit ratio is a value calculated from the completion time and the food

gathered. This value is calculated as the amount of food gathered at the 75%

completion time divided by the cost of searching and harvesting the food. The cost is
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calculated as the sum of the gatherer cost and coordinator cost. Gatherer cost is

calculated at 1.0 times the number of gatherer agents for information levels zero and

one, and 1.05 times the number of gatherer agents for information level two. This

reflects an estimate of five-percent increase in cost to communicate both location and

amount of food sources as compared with communicating location only. Coordinator

cost is zero if the communication method does not require a central coordinator.

Coordinator cost is 1.0 if the communication method does require a coordinator. If the

coordinator contains memory of previous events, then the cost is 1.2. For cost-benefit

purposes, the blackboard communication model is considered to have a coordinator

with memory of previous events. Since total food amount is equal to food area, and

gatherer count is proportional to food area, the calculations of cost-benefit ratio can be

made directly from the measured completion time values. The calculated values for

cost-benefit ratio are shown in Table 12. The cost benefit ratio is an estimate of the

units of food harvested per gatherer per unit time, so higher numbers are better than

smaller numbers in this case.

The trends are less obvious in the case of cost benefit ratio than in the case of

completion time. Most of the trends still hold, but the advantages are not as large in the

case of cost-benefit ratio as they are for completion time. In many cases, the addition of

extra cost for extra information when comparing information levels one and two reduces

the advantage seen when examining completion time.

For non-coordinated communication methods (baseline, hive communication, site

communication, blackboard communication, and ant communication), the advantage

switches from information level two (location and amount communicated) to information
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level one (location only). This indicates that the extra cost of the communication is

more than the additional effectiveness gained by utilizing it. As with the completion time

measurement, the site communication method provides the best cost-benefit ratio of the

non-coordinated methods.

For coordinated communication methods (random, linear, and perimeter

coordination methods, both with and without memory), information level zero (no

communication between gatherers) still provides the best option. In all communication

methods, adding memory to the coordinator still provides equal or better cost benefit

ratio, although the cost benefit ratio is equal for perimeter coordination and perimeter

coordination with memory. This result indicates that the improvement provided by

adding memory of past events to the coordinator makes up for the extra cost incurred.

Again, as with the completion time measurement, the perimeter coordination with

memory method provides the best cost-benefit ratio of the coordinated methods.

Figure 33 through Figure 35 show the relative best cost-benefit ratios for non-

coordinated, coordinated, and best-in-class communication methods. The relative

positions of the various communication methods are the same as in the completion time

measurements. Again, the site communication method provides the best method of all

methods tested in the experiment.
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Table 12.  Experimental Cost-Benefit Ratio (CBR) Results 

Communication
Method

Information
Level

10x10
CBR

15x15
CBR

20x20
CBR

30x30
CBR

40x40
CBR

0 0.100 0.071 0.047 0.028 0.018
1 0.100 0.071 0.047 0.028 0.018

Baseline

2 0.095 0.068 0.045 0.027 0.017
0 0.100 0.071 0.047 0.028 0.018
1 0.113 0.079 0.059 0.043 0.036

Hive
Communication

2 0.111 0.079 0.060 0.045 0.036
0 0.099 0.071 0.047 0.028 0.018
1 0.120 0.091 0.071 0.053 0.042

Site
Communication

2 0.113 0.088 0.069 0.051 0.040
0 0.087 0.065 0.044 0.027 0.018
1 0.091 0.071 0.052 0.034 0.024

Blackboard
Communication

2 0.084 0.065 0.050 0.033 0.024
0 0.102 0.071 0.047 0.028 0.018
1 0.100 0.071 0.047 0.028 0.018

Ant
Communication

2 0.097 0.068 0.045 0.027 0.017
0 0.080 0.063 0.047 0.033 0.025
1 0.081 0.059 0.042 0.027 0.019

Random
Coordination

2 0.080 0.061 0.044 0.028 0.020
0 0.082 0.065 0.050 0.035 0.027
1 0.081 0.060 0.043 0.028 0.020

Random
Coordination
with Memory 2 0.080 0.062 0.045 0.029 0.021

0 0.066 0.051 0.038 0.027 0.020
1 0.062 0.039 0.027 0.016 0.011

Linear
Coordination

2 0.062 0.042 0.030 0.018 0.013
0 0.073 0.056 0.041 0.028 0.021
1 0.067 0.044 0.030 0.018 0.013

Linear
Coordination
with Memory 2 0.068 0.048 0.033 0.021 0.014

0 0.083 0.068 0.051 0.036 0.028
1 0.076 0.057 0.039 0.025 0.019

Perimeter
Coordination

2 0.077 0.061 0.043 0.028 0.021
0 0.082 0.068 0.051 0.036 0.028
1 0.074 0.057 0.039 0.025 0.019

Perimeter
Coordination
with Memory 2 0.077 0.061 0.043 0.028 0.021
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Figure 33.  Cost-benefit ratios for non-coordinated communication methods.
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Figure 34.  Cost-benefit ratios for coordinated communication methods.
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Figure 35.  Cost-benefit ratios for coordinated and non-coordinated communication 
methods.

Observations And Conclusions

The identical ordering of communication methods in both the completion time

and cost-benefit ratio is of some interest, even though the two metrics are interrelated.

The coordinated communication methods have worse completion time values than the

best non-coordinated methods, and the additional cost of coordinator agents makes the

comparison of cost-benefit ratios even more in favor toward the non-coordinated

methods. It is somewhat surprising that the ant communication model does so poorly in

the comparisons. Ant communication has shown to be particularly effective in finding

optimal paths to food locations. It may be that since there are no obstacles in the

environment, the optimal path is a simple straight line and there is no relative advantage

in using ant communication.

A few other results are also surprising. The random coordination method fares

surprisingly well when comparing only the coordinated methods, performing almost as
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well as the perimeter coordination method. Also of some surprise is that the perimeter

coordination method without memory performs very close to the version with memory,

even having almost identical values for cost-benefit ratio.

When comparing the coordinated methods, each method benefits from having

memory of past events, even when taking extra cost into consideration for the cost-

benefit ratio. In each case, completion time results are better when memory is added to

the coordinator. In each case, cost-benefit ratio is still as good or better for the

coordinator with memory as compared to the coordinator without memory.

The performance of the coordinated methods in regard to information level is

unexpected. In each case, for both coordinators with memory and coordinators without

memory, information level zero provides the best completion time performance and the

best cost-benefit ratio performance. This implies that central coordination might work

best without collaboration between the agents being coordinated. It appears that the

ability of the agents to work together on their own and help each other actually might

hinder overall system performance.

There are unexpected results in the non-coordinated communication methods as

well. In earlier work (Hurt and Tarau, 2005, 79), the hive communication method

performed better than the site communication method. However, in the earlier work, the

agent count remained constant over all grid areas, resulting in a decreasing average

agent density for large grid areas. Since this experiment keeps agent density constant,

it appears that the site communication method performs better since there is a greater

likelihood for gatherer agents to be present at any location in the grid due to a higher

average agent density.
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The performance of the various communication levels in terms of information

levels, at least for information level two compared to information level one, duplicates

the observation of honey bees in nature. These bees communicate both food location

and amount, and the probability of recruiting assistance from other gatherers depends

on the amount of food present in the target location. (Sumpter, 2000, 64)

The performance of both completion time and cost-benefit ratio for various grid

areas is unexpected. The expectation was that both completion time and cost-benefit

ratio would be relatively constant across the various grid areas. However, this

expectation failed to take into account the increasing time to return food to the hive once

it is found. This behavior can be seen in Figure 29.

Overall, the results show that in most cases (except for the ant communication

method and linear coordination method), completion time results and cost-benefit ratio

results are better than the results for the baseline communication method. This

substantiates earlier results showing a measurable benefit from allowing agents to

communicate and collaborate.

The overall comparison of all communication methods indicates that the site

communication method seems to be the best both in terms of task completion time and

in terms of cost-benefit ratio. The performance of this method for information level zero

is identical to the performance of the baseline method. This is interesting because it

provides a lower bound for performance. This communication method is somewhat

fault tolerant, since it can still operate effectively even when suffering a loss of

communication ability. Each individual gatherer agent can still operate independently

when communication ability is lost. So the communication method is enhanced by the
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ability to communicate, but is not solely dependent on the ability to communicate. This

is not true for all the methods. The blackboard communication method and all the

coordinated communication methods are intrinsically dependent on the ability for

gatherer agents to communicate with the coordinator agent.

The experimental results seem to validate many, but not all of the principles for

building agent societies enumerated by Brückner (Brückner, 2000, 27). For example,

principle number 5 states that agent systems should be decentralized. The

experimental data shows that the decentralized communication methods provided

shorter completion time than centralized methods. However, principle number 10 states

that agent communication should be indirect rather than direct. For this particular task

and environment, that principle does not seem to apply. Communication using indirect

methods leads to longer completion time than the methods which use direct

communication. As with most lists of principles, each will not be applicable in all

situations, but in general, the principles seem to be useful in creating agent models and

systems.
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CHAPTER VI

FURTHER WORK AND EXTENSIONS

The results of this research indicate that there may be some direct measurable

benefit for communication and coordination in multiagent systems, but the model is far

from complete. This work compared various communication models in a simplified

agent environment, measuring the performance of only one task. As a result, several

extensions are immediately apparent.

First, the simulation environment may be modified to measure performance of

the other task primitives consume and graze (Balch and Arkin, 1994, 3). Measuring the

performance of the various communication methods in performance of the other tasks

may give an indication of the relative merits in terms of overall performance.

Second, the simulation environment may be modified to make it more

representative of conditions that would be expected in a robotic application scenario.

Repulsors, in the form of obstacles or predators, should be placed in the environment,

with corresponding behavior added to the gatherer agents for avoiding the repulsors.

The ant communication algorithm may perform better relative to the other methods in

such a scenario. In addition, communication failure would need to be added to the

simulation to more accurately reflect real world conditions.

Third, the simulation could be made more complex to reflect a scenario more like

artificial life societies. For example, food resources could re-grow over time. Agents
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could have a finite life span, with a function for generating new gatherer agents

depending on the amount of food present in the colony. In this type of scenario, the

cost-benefit ratio might change with the best cost-benefit ratio contributing to long term

survival of the colony.

Finally, the simulation could be modified to use a more standard tool such as the

SeSAm agent simulation shell or the StarLogo language. Such a modification might

allow more emphasis on the simulation logic itself and less emphasis on simulation

infrastructure and visualization code.
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